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No shirt, no shoes, no workout
Recreation Center looks to re-enforce dress code policy
BY Samantha Monterrey

Staff Reporter

The University Recreation Center is
currently working on polishing its rules
and policy book and more strictly re-enforcing the dress code.
The policy will state that people using
the gym must keep a shirt on at all times
unless the student is participating in a
game of shirts and skins, according to Michael Montgomery, membership services
and facility coordinator of University Recreation.
Shoes are another article of clothing
that must be worn at all time unless a person is in the locker room.
Currently, there is no punishment for
breaking the dress code, but staff members are working on appropriate ways to
regulate rules and punishments.
During winter quarter, the Rec Center
began randomly surveying Central students, asking questions about the Recreation Center’s dress code.
According to the Rec Center website,
the survey is part of a new health and
body image awareness campaign.
The results of the survey will pinpoint
where changes are needed in the dress
code in order to provide a more inviting
environment.
University Recreational officials said
these policies have been in place since the
center opened in 2006.
“Our policies, they are not new policies, they are actually pre-existing,” Montgomery said. “We’re just looking to enforce them a bit stronger and make sure
that people know that they are in place.
We have had a dress code policy that has
been in use since we have opened.”
Students may not know where to find
these policies, or that they even exist. Juan
Figueroa, junior public health major, had
no idea there was a dress code.
“I didn’t even know about it and even
if they were to be more strict about it, I
think everyone will pretty much ignore it
unless you kick them out or something,”
Figueroa said.
Figueroa was not pleased about the

jamie winter /observer

SWEATIQUETTE Students will be required to follow dress code policy in order to be able to use some areas in the Rec Center.

University Recreation officials’ decision to
begin reinforcing these policies.
“It’s annoying to go work out and not
be comfortable,” Figueroa said. “I don’t
think girls show too much, and every guy
wears a cut-off shirt. Pretty much everyone is going to be disappointed about
this.”
Brandon Walton, junior clinical physiology major, agrees.
“We are grown adults and we should be
able to wear what we are comfortable in,”
Walton said. “We aren’t kids anymore.”
University Recreation officials don’t
want students to think this is just about
making them wear more clothing to the
gym. The purpose of the campaign is
to inform students that these are existing
policies.
“It’s for many reasons, but the primary function of every policy is safety,”
Montgomery said. “If you look at our cell
phone policy and dress code policy, they
are both rooted in safety.”
According to Andy Fields, director of
University Recreation, the number of
people not following the policy has continued to increase.

“That’s why you see the increase in
signage, we are working to inform the
student body that these policies exist and
to make it a little easier on our staff too,”
Fields said. “It’s never fun to enforce these
types of policies.”
The dress code policy helps to ensure
safety and proper hygiene.
“When it comes to exposed skin, when
you get a lot of users such as our facility,
we see anywhere between 2-3,000 people
on average during the week,” Montgomery said. “That’s a lot of skin contact with
the equipment. We are looking to minimize that because clothing can be a great
physical barrier between your skin and the
equipment that helps combat MRSA, ring
worm, and some of those notorious skinborne pathogens that can be prevalent at
health facilities.”
Aside from hygiene, dress codes policies also affect the appearance aspect of
a gym.
“We want a non-intimidating environment,” Fields said. “A gym shouldn’t just
be for an elite athlete, it should be for everybody. Everybody should be embracing

health and wellness no matter what their
body looks like.”
According to Fields, Central’s Rec
Center standards are on par with other
universities, especially concerning the
dress code.
“A lot of universities don’t allow anything less than a t-shirt for your upper
body,” Montgomery said.
After two years as the membership and
facility coordinator, Montgomery said he
feels he finally has the chance to make
some changes. Now that he has his feet
on the ground, he can focus on strengthening policies.
“We want this to be not just a gym but
a true collegiate recreation center, where
people maybe have never had the opportunity to be in a facility like this and
be able to work out,” Montgomery said.
“They are able to develop these lifelong
habits, so once they move away from Ellensburg they can find a facility and continue that.”
The University Recreation Center welcomes comments and feedback from anyone. Students are encouraged to contact
them via email at rec@cwu.edu.

$how me the money

Central is set to credit $507,438 to the S&A fund
BY Matt thompson

Staff Reporter

After receiving a letter from the Washington state auditor’s office and recalculating the administrative fee, Central Washington University is set to credit $507,438
to the student Services and Activities fee
fund.
Last week Connie Williams, assistant
vice president of finance and business auxiliaries, estimated a revision of the administrative fees for fiscal years 2012 through
2014 would result in an $800,000 refund.
After detailed recalculation, the administrative fee reconciliation is $769,527.
That includes the crediting of $507,438
from fiscal year 2012, the $175,669 adjustment to fiscal year 2013 as well as the
$86,420 revision for the first year of the
fiscal year 2014–2017 base-funding request.
“We have taken the SAO letter and we

have responded based on our understanding of that letter,” Williams said. “And the
administration felt this was an appropriate
action to the letter.”
Due in part to the reconciliation of the
admin fee, the S&A committee will be able
to carry over approximately $1 million
into next year’s S&A operating budget. As
a result, the S&A committee has halted
discussion of a 2 percent raise on the S&A
fee for students.
The recalculation resulted in the removal of cost categories deemed questionably justified or incompliant with Washington state law by the auditor’s office.
“The primary thing that everybody
has learned from this exercise is that there
are certain costs that are appropriate and
allowable to allocate to student activities
based on their usage,” Williams said.
The categories were removed because
they were found illegal included President James Gaudino’s office, the Board

of Trustees, public safety and faculty relations. Categories withdrawn because they
were insufficiently justified were public relations, business and financial affairs and
facilities management.
Revisions were also made to the admin
fee for the 2013 fiscal year supplementary
request as well as to the base-funding request for 2014 to 2017 fiscal years.
Fiscal year 2013’s admin fee was reduced by 30.7 percent, or $175,669, to the
total of $395,498. Because the fiscal year
is not over and the admin fee for this year
has not been fully allocated, the reduction
will not be credited to the S&A fund but
instead the admin fee allocation will be for
only the revised amount.
The admin fee’s base funding amount
has been reduced by 19.3 percent to a
total of $361,866 per year and has been
approved in the four-year base-funding
budget for fiscal years 2014 through 2017.
This means the admin fee will receive

this amount for the next four years without returning to the S&A committee for
approval.
Two categories have been re-evaluated
to find proper justification for the cost
categories of information technology
policy and management, as well as IT application & enterprise information systems
management. These categories had been
previously found by the auditor to be insufficiently supported and were therefore
deemed questionable allocations.
Though the revisions based on the
auditor’s letter have saved the S&A committee from spending $769,527, there
are some on the S&A committee who do
not feel the auditor’s office delved deep
enough into the details of the admin fee.
“We’ve made a win, but at the same
time we’re not done, because there is still
the argument about whether any of it is
allowable,” Kylea Wells Brown, S&A committee voting member, said.
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Intoxicated minors may pay more
BY emILY BoUDreaU

Staff Reporter

The legality of underage drinking
hasn’t changed, but an additional $250
fee may be enacted for minors who are
under the inﬂuence but refuse to be taken
to a hospital after calling for an ambulance.
If enacted, the fee would replace the
ambulance service costs, if an alternative
is not agreed upon.
According to Deputy Fire Chief Rich
Elliott, the fee is meant to pay for any unnecessary ambulance trips to an underage
person’s residence.
“We are seeing about 160 alcohol
overdoses a year,” Elliott said. “Of those,
about 40 percent, on average, are resulting
in transport.”
This is a problem for the ambulance
service because, under current laws, they
only get paid if someone is transported.
The $250 fee is only enough to cover
the ambulance trip and would only be applied to underage persons who are breaking the law.
Elliott acknowledged that, despite the
simplistic nature regarding the implementation of the fee, there are downsides that
cannot be overlooked.
“I feel like people wouldn’t call 911 because they wouldn’t want to pay the fee,”
said Margaret Nash, sophmore elementary education major.

ZaCH oLneY/obSeRveR

UNDER INFLUENCE minors abusing drugs and alcohol may be held to new fee.

Some feel the fee could be beneﬁcial.
“The EMT is providing a service, and
someone should pay for that,” said Haleigh Downing, junior English major.
It was decided at the last city council
meeting that alternatives should be looked
into.
One alternative that has been suggested is working with Central Housing and
Central police to change some of the poli-

cies for calling 911.
Currently, the policy for calling 911 in
the dorms is broad and includes calls that
might not be necessary.
“I understand why the policy is there,
but it is sort of an overuse of the system,”
Elliot said.
The Ellensburg Fire Department has
limited resources and personnel, so the
calls that aren’t necessary take money

away from services that could use extra
funds.
Creating more speciﬁc guidelines for
calling the police has the potential to limit
the overuse of the ambulance service.
The overall goal is not to target underage drinking. The concern is mainly with
funds that are being wasted, Elliott said.
The goal is to “eliminate the unnecessary use of the ambulance service to the
extent of which we can safely do so,” Elliott said. Safety is deﬁnitely being taken
into account. The ﬁre department would
like to see a decrease in the need for the
ambulance service, but not if it isn’t safe.
It will still be a few weeks before anything is decided for certain.
Revising the policies is an option, but
there are many individuals who need to
approve such a change in protocol.
At this point the details are still being
worked out.
“If we were to come up with a solution
to what the overall problem is, I doubt it
[the fee] would be enacted,” Elliott said.

$250 Fee

What: An additional fee may be enacted
to ambulance calls that don’t transport a
patient to the hospital.
Who: Intoxicated minors
Why: To replace ambulance service cost if
an alternative is not agreed upon.
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New middle school is center of attention
BY patIenCe CoLLIer

Staff Reporter

Students may have seen the posters and
signs around town, advocating for the upcoming bond for the district to construct a
new middle school.
The ballots for the bond will go out this
week, and the vote is April 23.
The proposed new building would be
located on the Ellensburg High School
campus, off of Third Avenue.
Professor James Pappas, who served
on the Strategic Planning Facilities Committee, said he thinks the bond has a good
chance of passing.
The bond has ran three times before,
previously recieving 55 percent in favor,
but still fell short of the 60 percent necessary to pass.
Pappas believes the main reason behind
the bond failing was a lack of information
made available to the voting public.
This time, the citizens’ committee to
promote the new middle school has spent
more time informing voters and talking to
members of the community, and are hoping to gain more support for the bond.
“We’ve talked to university students
this time, we’ve talked to every parent
group, we’ve talked to the Chamber of
Commerce, 4H Clubs, business economic
development... the Democratic party, the

Republican party, the Generation’s Young
Businessmen, the Rodeo Coronation
Committee, all the elements of this town,”
Pappas said.
Despite some anticipated aid from
the state, construction of the new middle
school will result in higher property taxes
in order to pay off the bond.
Pappas noted that this could make the
bond difﬁcult to promote, particulary to
the agricultural parts of Ellensburg.
Such a tax hike would have a greater
effect on landowners with more acreage.
However, the alternative to building a
new middle school—renovating and modernizing Morgan Middle School—would
not save the taxpayers or the district a signiﬁcant amount of money.
Ac-cording to the Strategic Planning
Facilities Committee, the cost of remodel
ing Morgan would be similar to the cost of
building a new middle school.
For many students, this is an issue that
may concern them in the future, if not
now.
Although some students do not see the
need for the bond, others consider it necessary.
Junior Mohanad Alhusseini said he
considers the tax hike to be unnecessary.
“Why does the government need money to pay for a new school?” Alhusseini

Melissa Villasenor
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OLD SCHOOL on april 23, the vote on the new middle school will take place. if
passed, the new school will be located on the ellensburg High School Campus.

said.
Alhusseini dislikes how there is no other way to fund the project, and believes
the government should have them o n e y
already, or should obtain it some other
way for example, by cutting politician’s
salaries.
Other students have expressed support
for the idea.
Senior Alex Nunez, who attended
Morgan Middle School for a brief time after moving to Ellensburg, said the building
is showing its age.
The windows were warped, he remem-

Outdoor zumba
downtown tours

bers, and some of the men’s bathrooms
were missing stall doors, causing him to
sneak into the newer portion of the school
to avoid using the problematic restrooms.
Nunez recalled a great deal of old and
outdated architecture and furniture that
would be difﬁcult to salvage for modern
use, as well as electrical problems.
He also remembered an electrical ﬁre
that occurred from an outdated computer
monitor the school was using.
The bond decision rests with the citizens of the district, and the decision will
be made in a few short weeks.

Nelly’s echo
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NCAA gets
failing grade
Mark Emmert thought he had
weathered the Hurricanes, got past the
Buckeyes, and stayed strong through the
Trojan horse. Well, I guess the NCAA
wasn’t ready for a knight or a sleeping
tiger.
March Madness always captivates the nation
and allows us to
see the best of
collegiate athletics. Well now that
March is over,
April
showers
have rained down
two more scandals
MAC CLARK
at big-time uniStaff Reporter
versities involving
student athletes.
Not only did videos surface of former Rutgers men’s head coach Mike
Rice abusing his basketball players, but
one of the best kept secrets in college
sports was finally released.
The 2010 football national champion Auburn Tigers were accused of
grade fixing and paying players.
After watching multiple videos of
Rice abusing his players, I was sick to
my stomach. Being a coach myself, I
was appalled that someone could do
something of that nature. Rice was finally shown the door, but Rutgers Athletic Director Tim Pernetti let him stay
on the bench too long and thankfully he
was also let go.
Former coaches on his staff were
fired because they told Pernetti about
the awful actions taking place at practice. Rutgers is finally getting in front of

the issue and reviewing the entire athletics department.
Neither Rice nor his boss should be
allowed to work in college athletics ever
again. If the NCAA still had any weight
and wasn’t just a money-making machine, they would ban Rice and Pernetti
from the NCAA.
The situation at Auburn is laughable. We knew this was going to happen. This was bound to come out. Cam
Newtown was investigated before he
won the Heisman trophy. This was the
best kept secret in sports, until now.
Paying players has become a usual
violation since the 1980s and the infamous Pony Excess at Southern Methodist University.
Auburn did them one better. The Tigers won a national championship and
fixed grades for nine players. Former
athletes were even arrested and charged
with armed robbery.
Auburn should be stripped of its
title. Its former coach, Gene Chizik and
current coach Guz Malzahan, should
be given harsh penalties. Emmert needs
to lay down the hammer, once and for
all.
Auburn should be embarrassed. The
football program needs to take a step
back and evaluate what is important
and lose some of the dead weight within
the program.
The NCAA membership is splintering. They need to step to the plate and
hit a grand slam and do something that
will define the generation. Be different.
Stand up for the great organization they
once were. Go big or go home.

The Observer is now on Instagram
(CWUObserver) in addition to Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube. Please follow us!

Dear Editor,
CHCI is a sanctuary. Tatu and Loulis deserve to live out the rest of their
lives in the home that they have known
for the last 20 years.
I truly hope that the university embraces CHCI’s mission of sanctuary
and does not force Friends of Washoe
to move them out of their home.
As for it being a “win-win” to move
to CSNW; it would be incredibly stressful for the chimpanzees to move, especially since they are elderly and I don’t
see how CWU would benefit, because
they do not own Tatu and Loulis.
If the chimpanzees leave CWU’s
campus it will be the decision of Friends
of Washoe—not CWU—and their relationship with the university will end.
Further, before CSNW is volunteered,

OPINION

Editor-in-Chief//Danny Schmidt

Earth isn’t free
I love the environment. Really,
though, you can’t beat clean air, clean
water and a recycled bottle on a nice
spring day.
Which is why it’s easy and even fun
to celebrate Environmental Awareness Week.
I try my best, as
often as possible,
to follow certain
guidelines for a
cleaner and better
environment. The
only problem is
that there are just
some
things
Jeanette Genson
that are good
Scene Editor
for the environment that just
really grind my gears. Sometimes it’s
not just the guidelines, it’s the people
that follow them.
My biggest problem with environmentally aware people are the safety
violating, red-light running and road
rule-breaking bicyclists. It’s true. Even
though I live with one, and socialize
with many, I truly, to my core, despise
bicyclists.
IF YOU WANT THE SAME
RIGHTS TO THE ROAD, FOLLOW
THE SAME RULES, Y’ALL.
Sorry, that was out of line—but valid. I mean really, if you’re going to get in
my way going a comfortable five-to-10
miles under the speed limit (it’s OK, I
don’t expect you to be able to keep up…
without the proper equipment…LIKE
A SPEEDOMETER,) at least try to
stay in one lane the whole time.
Oh, and when a light turns yellow,
it often turns red immediately after, so
you should probably contemplate slowing down when that happens. Also,
when it does indefinitely turn red, don’t
veer to the sidewalk like you enjoy be-

ing treated like a pedestrian all of the
sudden. And one more thing: four-way
stops exist for everyone involved. Don’t
exclude yourself for our benefit.
Another issue I have with being environmentally aware is the idea of reusing cups. I’m all about keeping it green,
but honestly, what we don’t know about
germs accumulating on the rims of cups
could kill us. It’s not the idea of saving
my water bottle and refilling it a couple
times that bothers me, but when discounts are offered for bringing in your
own cup, does anyone else wonder if
the person with the refill just fished that
cup out of the garbage? It’s possibly a
disgusting problem within our society.
Many of my friends know that I am
a die-hard driver. I don’t care if I have
to get to the gas station or my mailbox,
I’ll hop in my trusty Pontiac Vibe and
drive there. Yes, I know it’s not financially or environmentally sound, but
hey, if I don’t mind putting 1,000 miles
on my car in a month, neither should
you. Though it does make me feel
slightly horrible about myself. First off,
because the walk wouldn’t kill me, and
second, because watching what is happening to the earth’s air quality is terrible, and knowing that I am part of the
problem is embarrassing.
I honestly do try to do my part in the
cause. I reuse plastic bags all the time, I
recycle in the actual recycling bin, not
the garbage that many people mistakenly think is recycling, and I try to go
green every day. But I’m not alone in
this fight. I believe my generation seriously has the power to turn things
around, to finally clean up the thoughtless and careless mistakes of our elders,
and try to refrain from littering or running the water while we brush our teeth.
It all begins with a little bit of effort,
and ends when the wrong bicyclist gets
in my way.

Dear Readers,
The Observer welcomes brief letters of 300 words or less from
readers on current issues. Please include your full name and
university affiliation: year and major, degree and year graduated, or
staff position and department. To be printed in the following week’s
issue, please e-mail your letters to cwuobserveropinion@gmail.com
by 5 p.m. Sunday. The Observer reserves the right to reject or edit
for style and length. All letters become property of The Observer.
Anonymous letters will not be considered.

Dear Editor,
the directors at CSNW (all past CHCI
students) feel that it is in Tatu and Loulis’s best interest to stay.
CHCI’s student internships should
not be undervalued by CWU. CHCI
is the epitome of CWU’s “Learn. Do.
Live.” The chimpanzees teach students
respect for the animals in their care,
compassion and empathy for the captive lives they are forced to live and, perhaps most importantly for a scientist,
humility. During my time as a student at
CHCI, Tatu, Dar and Loulis were the
best teachers I had.
--Rozsika Steele
CWU 2010, env. studies, primate
behavior, ecology & anthropology

We were 19, living together in Bothell, working minimum wage jobs, just
barely paying the bills.
I wasn’t on birth control. So when
my boyfriend realized that the condom
broke, we knew what we had to do. We
couldn’t become parents. I mean, he
could hardly take care of himself.
So we did what any responsible teen
couple would do in this position: We got
Plan B (and I made an appointment at
Planned Parenthood so I could get birth
control.)
And now, thanks to the April 5 Federal Court ruling, all teens, not just
those 17 and up, will have the ability to
get emergency contraception over the
counter.
Studies have shown that EC is safe

for use by women of all ages and that
teens have equally as successful health
outcomes as adult women when using
it.
Studies also show that teens are as
likely as adults to use EC correctly and
that both groups report little, if any, difficulty using the method.
So instead of shaming teens who
take control of their lives by seeking
EC, who don’t want to end up on “16
and Pregnant,” let’s applaud Judge Edward Korman for this ruling.
--Rozi Hutter
CWU English graduate student & Planned
Parenthood Votes Northwest communication
intern

SCENE
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Campus rolls out the red carpet for incoming class
bring it alive so that it feels like a regular
day. We want to recreate what it would feel
like to be here.”
This Saturday will bring close to 2,000
There will also be between 30 and 40
students to Central’s campus for the an- clubs and organizations present at Wildcat
nual Wildcat Day.
Day, and the Wildcat Shop will be offering
Wildcat Day is Phase 1 of 4 of the ori- special discounts.
entation program that University Housing
Another opportunity students will have
and New Student
is to tour the camPrograms coordipus and residence
nates.
halls. As a ResiIt’s a great first taste of what dent Assistant,
During
this
informationit’s going to be like going to Cen- musical theater
packed day, fumajor, Cherisse
tral, and what kind of communi- Martinelli gets
ture Central students who have
students well-acty our university has to offer
been
accepted
quainted with the
to the university
residence halls on
-CHERISSE MARTINELLI
will have an opWildcat Day, speMusical theatre major
portunity to tour
ciﬁcally Kamola
the campus, visit
Hall.
with
represen“It’s a great
tatives from most departments and aca- ﬁrst taste of what it’s going to be like going
demic programs, and take workshops on to Central, and what kind of community
ﬁnancial aid and housing.
our university has to offer,” Martinelli
“If you’ve ever been in the SURC on said.
a Saturday morning, it’s probably pretty
The event is seen as a positive experidead, right?” said John Mounsey, assistant ence for incoming students, not only by
director of University Housing and New university staff, but by current students
Student Programs. “This day we really who have attended in the past as well, in-

BY ALYSSA MARtIneZ

Staff Reporter

“

“

cluding junior sociology major Jose Hernandez.
“When you walk in, they ask you what
you might be considering majoring in,
and they point you in the right direction,”
Hernandez said. “ I think that was the best
part, just having the professors talk to you
about the different programs at CWU.”
Almost all major and academic programs will be represented in some way on
Wildcat Day, allowing students to break
out into different classrooms depending
on their interests.
In addition to the Clubs and Organizations Fair, Wildcat Day will offer tours
of the Recreation Center and a special
session titled “Jr. Wildcats.” This session
is speciﬁcally tailored for future students
who are in the application process, or
still trying to decide if Central is the right
school for them.
Parents and family members are strongly encouraged to attend Wildcat Day.
“We deﬁnitely value the whole family
in this decision,” Mounsey said. “We know
that the students are more successful when
they have support at home as well as on
campus, and that’s why during orientation we talk about a three-prong approach
which is the university, the family, and the

students themselves.”
Wildcat Day is sure to be ﬁlled with
hundreds of excited and curious future
Wildcats, with attendance being expected
to increase from last year’s approximate
650 students.
“I strongly recommend going because
you’re going into something you know
nothing about, a new school, and I feel
like Wildcat Day helps you ﬁnd a path to
follow and is a good introduction to the
school,” Hernandez said.
Wildcat Day is free and no registration
is required.

Key events to look for:

8 - 10 a.m.
Student Clubs and SURC Main Floor
Organizations Fair
8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Admissions Staff SURC
Information Center
Housing, Orientation, and Dining
Services Staff
GRaPHiC bY SetH LonboRG/obSeRveR

Zumbathon raising money for young, talented students
Work out while donating to the Distinguished Young Women College Scholarship program
BY ALYSSA FoLAnD

Staff Reporter

Zumbathon is coming to Ellensburg
to raise money for the oldest and largest scholarship program for female high
school students in the nation.
This year, Fabiola Serra has chosen to
donate the money to the Distinguished
Young Women College Scholarship Program.
The Zumbathon is also known as Zumba for a cause. The idea is to get more
people involved in Zumba, while simultaneously raising money for charity.
Serra, director of the local dance group,
TusuyPeru, is a local Zumba instructor
who is hosting her second Zumbathon on
April 13 at the Hal Holmes Center.
She has been dancing for much of her
life and has been involved in Zumba since
she moved to Washington State from Peru.
She has a passion for dance in its many
forms.
“[DYWCSP] is a program that is a lot
of times misunderstood,” Serra said. “A
lot of times people think it’s just like a pageant or something like that, but it is not. It
is a challenge for young women to compete in a healthy environment for a scholarship. It has nothing to do with looks.”
The ladies competing for the scholarship are juniors in high school. They are
meant to compete through scholastics, as
well as a show of talent, and must also
demonstrate a ﬁtness routine like Zumba.
“It involves ﬁtness,” Serra said. “It in-

QUan Lam/obSeRveR

WORK IT People from on and off campus can work out for a good cause Saturday.

volves women. It kind of goes together.”
The scholarship program helps create
female leaders and Zumba helps women
ﬁnd their conﬁdence. Central Washington University student Kayleen Durant
said one of her Zumba instructors urged
her to become certiﬁed to teach Zumba,
which boosted her conﬁdence because
someone saw her as a leader.
“I think that it creates people who have
more self-esteem, more self-conﬁdence,”
Durant said. “Especially when you’re in
a social setting and there’s dancing in-

volved, and people don’t necessarily think
that they know they have any rhythm or
anything.”
Zumba is about creativity, originality
and having fun. It is designed to be enjoyable like a ﬁtness party. Jessica McKean,
a local Zumba instructor, wants her students to get a good workout, give a lot of
energy and have a good time doing it.
“Once people kind of get it, all the sudden you see them come out of their shell
and add their own things into it,” McKean said.

Zumba is open to both sexes. Serra said
they are trying to attract both men and
women of any age.
“It is always nice to get more people involved,” Serra said. “That’s why we want
everybody to come and at least have a
taste of what Zumba is.”
Zumba is not just for ﬁtness, according
to Serra. It is meant to exercise your mind
as well. As you gain more conﬁdence with
your body and how you move, you also begin to improve your knowledge of rhythm
and dance.
“It all, of course, works your body,
works your rhythm, works your self-loving,
your conﬁdence,” Serra said.
Conﬁdence comes in all shapes and
sizes, and so does ﬁtness. Instructors like
Serra, Durant and McKean believe Zumba is meant for anybody.
The message is to be comfortable in
your own skin, and the same idea extends
to the distinguished young women competing for the scholarship award.
“I hope that girls will see that you can
work out and you can be healthy and you
can be in shape and not have that, you
know, perfect prized body,” Durant said.

Zumbathon:
April 13 at 10 a.m.
Hal Holmes Center
Donations Suggested
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Women’s Hist
BY CHLoe RAMBeRG

Staff Reporter

-Melinda Gates-

A philanthropist and is

It may not be as simple as checking
a box for male or female anymore,
as there are many people who
don’t identify with these speciﬁc
genders.
April is Women’s History
Month at Central Washington
University, and this year’s theme
is ‘Transcending Gender’.
Women and Gender
Studies, along with the
Center for Diversity and
Social Justice have collaborated to educate students
on gender issues. The goal is to
help the campus community
think about the various ways
in which typical gender notions are being challenged.
“We wanted to come
up with an idea that
deals with not only
women, but men, and
also people who identify as neither men nor
women,” said Cynthia Coe, Director of
Women and Gender
Studies.
In Western culture, there is a long
standing idea that
everyone needs to

To see a full list of events for
Women’s History Month visit:
http://www.cwu.edu/women-gender/
or
Language and Literature Building rm
318

ﬁt into either the female or male categories. Binary gender is a concept imposed by society,
and the events planned for Women’s History
Month are intended to challenge that concept.
“I think we’re living in a time where we’re
becoming increasingly aware of gender stereotypes,” Coe said. “But there’s still assumptions
made about what someone’s gender is supposed to be.”
There are penalties if a person doesn’t ﬁt into
pre-deﬁned gender categories. Bullying, social
harassment and even physical consequences
can occur as a result of being different.
Caitlyn Runland, junior pre-nursing major,
has witnessed some of these consequences ﬁrst
hand.
“I have friends who don’t associate with traditional genders, and they are constantly bullied or made fun of for being different,” Runland said.
Events focused on gender issues will take
place throughout the month in the hopes of
creating awareness so these penalties don’t
happen as often.
“The whole series of events are intended to
educate the campus community about what
gets called gender variance,” Coe said. “It’s the
way in which people don’t ﬁt into the two areas
of gender, and don’t need to ﬁt into those cat-

co-founder of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation

-Sarah Spurgeon-

Taught art at Central beginning
in 1939, but took a hiatus to
serve in World War II

-Kim Wyman-

Secretary of State Kim Wyman
will be visiting Central on

May 6 for College Civics Week
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tory Month
egories.”
Included in the events will be a student panel,
where students will have the opportunity to discuss their experiences with gender issues, and
to ask questions. There will also be featured
speakers, inlcuding Marsha Botzer.
Botzer is from the Seattle area and consults
with companies about how to handle gender
policies in a fair and just manner.
“Theatre of Gender” is an exhibit which will
be displayed in the SURC during the month of
April. The exhibit features images of a variety
of genders and cultures across time, as well as
explanations of each picture.
Pamela McMullin-Messier, assistant professor of sociology, is a supporter of the Women’s
History Month event, participates in discussions about what should take place in her class
during Womens History Month. She offers extra credit for students who go and experience
the opportunities provided by these events.
“As a society, we need to move past the binary expectations of male/female and masculine/feminine, in the terms of the conﬁnes of
traditional sex and gender roles,” McMullinMessier said. “I think this month’s activities
will spark discussion and empowerment of students to explore their roles.”
Students were directly involved in the planning and execution of events for Womens History Month. They were responsible for the
content displayed in the “Theatre of Gender”
exhibit and for creating posters for Women’s
History Month.
Coe said it was important to involve students
in these projects because they can better relate

to other students and the gender challenges
they may be going through.
“Every student, I think, is dealing
with how gender affects their lives,”
Coe said.
Students will have the chance to interact with other students, and respond
to the issues associated with gender and
where these conceptions come from.
There are students who have experienced gender issues, either amongst themselves
or with close friends and family members,
who have a perspective that others may not
have. These students
are able to share
-Michelle Obamatheir
experiThe ﬁrst lady of the United
ences and help
raise awareness
States attended both Princeton
about the negaand Harvard University
tive effects associated with quick
judgments.
“It’s very easy for us to
look at someone who’s different, who doesn’t
ﬁt our expectations, and feel threatened or
get anxious,” Coe said. “When we’re more
informed and more aware, hopefully we can
have a more conscious response.”
Students, faculty and community members
are welcome to attend the events.
“Our thought is to educate people about the
fact that although we normally think
everybody on the planet is either
male or female, the possibilities
for how people live out their
gender are incredibly varied,”
Coe said.

-Hillary Clinton-

The former ﬁrst lady became
United States Secretary of
State on Jan. 21, 2009

-Marilyn Levine-

Provost at Central Washington
University and has a Ph.D in
modern Chinese history
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Not just a student
Junior awarded Employee of the Year

BY ADAM WILSon

Staff Reporter

When Jacqueline Korn discovered she
won the Central Washington University
Student Employee of the Year award, she
was shocked: Not because she had won,
but because she had no idea she was even
nominated.
“It was a complete surprise,” said Korn,
junior accounting major. “I couldn’t believe it.”
Korn, better known as Jacque, works
as a student assistant in the Grants and
Contracts Ofﬁce, located in Shaw-Smyser
Hall. She has been employed there since
April 2012 under her supervisor John Ebenal, who nominated her for the award.
“Jacque is a very good employee,”
Ebenal said. “She deserved a little more
credit.”
Due to how technical the job is and
how long training takes, the ofﬁce only
hires accounting majors who are sophomore level or higher.
“It’s not just delivering mail between
ofﬁces,” Ebenal said. “It’s real accounting.”
Ebenal praised Korn for her personality and work ethic, noting her ability to
quickly pick up on the job. He recalled
an assignment which required her to
document the amount of time professors
completed research under federal grants.
Ebenal said Korn performed much better

than his employees in the past.
“I’m used to having students struggle,”
Ebenal said. “Jacque knows what to do
and does a good job.”
Nominating Korn for the award was
easy for Ebenal. When he discovered she
won the award, the ofﬁce held a ceremony
to celebrate. Employees from the entire
ofﬁce came to congratulate her, including
President Gaudino and several accounting
professors.
“I didn’t even know this award existed,” Korn said. “I didn’t think we had
anything like this for students because, you
know, we’re students.”
To be eligible for the award, a student’s
supervisor must submit a reference letter
to the CWU Student Employment Department, according to student employment specialist Kathy Johnson. The letters
highlight positive traits about the student,
such as reliability and professionalism.
Due to winning the award, Korn is now
eligible for the Washington State Student
Employee of the Year. She will be honored at the CWU Evening of Recognition
in May, as well as having a special display
in the SURC, congratulating her on the
award. She also received a $25 gift certiﬁcate to the Wildcat Shop.
Korn was recommended during her
sophomore year by senior accounting lecturer Margaret Smith. Smith taught Korn’s ﬁrst accounting class at Central,which
she describes as a very challenging class.

ZaCH oLneY/obSeRveR

WORKER Jacqueline’s supervisor thought she deserved credit for her hard work.

Korn completed the class with an A.
“Jacque is very committed to anything
she does,” Smith said. “She will be super
successful in her accounting profession.”
Korn ﬁrst took interest in accounting during her sophomore year of high
school. After taking her ﬁrst accounting
class senior year, she knew she had found
her profession. When she started researching colleges to apply to, she initially
swore not to attend Central.
“My mom went here, and I went to
the same elementary and high school as
her too,” Korn said. “But I just liked the
feeling of Central better, and that’s why I
chose here.”
In her free time, Korn participates in
several clubs, and is the newly-elected
president of Beta Alpha Psi, Central’s ac-

counting club, as well as the vice president
and peer minister for CWU Wesley, the
Methodist campus ministry. Despite her
extracurricular activities, she does her best
to keep everything in line.
“I’ve always had a busy life, but I like to
be busy instead of bored,” Korn said. She
says her daily planner is “another limb on
my body,” and helps her a lot throughout
the year.
After she graduates, Korn plans to obtain her master’s in professional accountancy at CWU. Her dream job is to work
at a certiﬁed public accountant ﬁrm somewhere in Washington state.
“It’s a pleasure to work with everyone
here,” Korn said. “They make it easy for
me to be a good student employee.”

Grad Kickoff
Party!

www.PregnancyHelpEllensburg.org

APRIL 10 CWU-DES MOINES
12-6 P.M. AT THE HIGHER EDUCATION CENTER

APRIL 11 CWU-LYNNWOOD
12-6 P.M. AT SNOQUALMIE HALL

APRIL 17 & 18 ELLENSBURG
11-5 P.M. AT THE WILDCAT SHOP

Free alumni t-shirt!
Free refreshments and prizes!
For details go to www.cwugraduation.com
CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution.
For accommodation: CDS@cwu.edu

3

Must be 18 or older to purchase. Visit walottery.com for details.
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The ‘tied’s’ turning

ZaCH oLneY/obSeRveR

PITCHING TITLE Senior pitcher tyler Roberts is the GnaC-leader in earned-run-average.

ZaCH oLneY/obSeRveR

ROUND HOME junior shortstop joel johnson (13) scores a run against northwest nazarene on monday. Central washington moved into a

first-place tie with western oregon after the wolves split their doubleheader versus montana State billings.

Wildcats catch
momentum; step
out of GNAC play

last visit to Western Oregon which included a 10-inning pitcher’s duel in which saw
Central surrendered only three hits but
lost 1-0 after a Western Oregon double in
the bottom of the 10th inning.
Leading the charge for Wildcat hitters
this season has been senior third baseman
Marc Garza. Garza leads the team in hits
and is second in batting average hitting
BY JARYD CLIne
.364 on the season. Senior catcher Kyle
Staff Reporter
Sani leads the team with seven homeruns,
24 RBIs and 20 runs scored.
2008. That was the last season where
The Owls however enter the four
Central Washington baseball had a wingame
series with Central after losing sevning season, until now that is.
en
of
their
last eight games. Oregon Tech
The Wildcats look to continue their
hasn’t had a winning
recent string of success into the
record since the 2009
second half of the season. They
season.
face off against out-of-conference Wildcat’s record through 34 games since 2011
The Owls are led
Oregon Tech on Saturday and
this
season by junior
Sunday for a doubleheader at
catcher Dylan Rogers
Gary and Bobbi Frederick Field.
and junior ﬁrst baseman Aaron
Game 1 is slated to start at noon while
Bocchi. Rogers paces the team
the games on Sunday begin at 11 a.m.
with his .380 batting average
The Wildcats (20-14, 14-7 GNAC)
along with his 60 hits and 34
will play in their ﬁrst non-conference
RBIs.
game since they defeated Whitworth
Bocchi leads the team with
University 7-2 in early March.
two
homeruns and is second on
Oregon Tech (15-27, 7-13 CCC),
the team batting .321 on the seawho competes in the Cascade Collegiate
son.
Conference of the National Association

2013
2011
10-24 overall, 3-17 GNAC

BY eVAn tHoMPSon

Sports editor

of Intercollegiate Athletics, will be traveling to Ellensburg for the ﬁrst time in
school history.
Central comes into the game having
won the last 15 of their 20 games, including a sweep of Northwest Nazarene
on the second day of their doubleheader.
The Wildcats have also managed to
get off to a strong start playing at home.
Central has also won 10 out of their 13
home games on the season.
During their hot streak, the Wildcats managed to move into a ﬁrst-place
tie with Western Oregon in the Great
Northwest Athletic Conference standings.
Central split two games each in their

20-14 overall, 14-6 GNAC
Batting: No. 1 in GNAC
Pitching: No.1 in GNAC

Central moves
into first-place tie

2012
15-19 overall, 7-9 GNAC

@evanthompson_11

Halfway marks in a baseball season can
be signiﬁcant. With a little less than a month
to go in the regular season, the Wildcats
reached an even more important milestone
this week, other than having a winning record through 34 games since 2008.
Central Washington’s second-day sweep
over Northwest Nazarene University (18-19,
9-11 GNAC) has pushed the Wildcats into
a ﬁrst-place tie with Western Oregon University, who, up until now, had maintained a
small cushion on the rest of the conference.
After splitting two games with NNU on
Monday, the Wildcats batting at the plate,
followed by two shutout innings by sophomore and senior pitchers Max Dickinson
and Randy Button, respectively, helped
Central win Game 1 on Tuesday, 6-4.
Junior Joe Castro homered on the ﬁrst
pitch in Game 2, which eventually led to the
Wildcat’s 8-5 victory.

Great Northwest
Athletic Conference

Pitching Leaders ERA
1. Tyler Roberts, CWU
2. Skye Adams, CWU
3. Spenser Watkins, WOU
4. Stuart Fewel, CWU
5. A.J. Burke, WOU

3.00
3.21
3.62
3.83
3.83

W-L
2-4
4-2
5-4
4-1
3-3

Batting Leaders

Avg
.412
.381
.368
.342
.342

RBI
11
23
19
15
14

1. Kramer Ferrell, CWU
2. Daniel McNabb, WOU
3. Marc Garza, CWU
4.Travis Shaw, SMU
5. Travis Logan, NNU

Home runs: Kyle Sani, CWU (2nd, 9)
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SPRING LIFT

BIG MAN Jeremiah Davenport competes at the 2013 Powerlifting Meet in the Student Union and Recreation Center weight room.
BY DAnIeL SoLteRo

Staff Reporter

Thomas Kramer’s biceps, triceps, pectorals and just about every muscle north of
his ankles were bulging as he picked up the
bar. Kramer battled with the 555-pound
weight in the dead lift competition, his
veins bulged and his faced turned red, but
he wasn’t about to back down from the
challenge.
With his back against the wall and the
crowd cheering him on his last attempt, he
lifted the bar and straightened his back,
ﬁnishing with clean form and a completion at that mark.
Central Washington University Univ.
Recreation held its annual Powerlifting
Competition on Sunday April 7.
The competition featured two weight
lifting events: bench press and dead lift.
Both the men and women competing
were also divided up into two weight classes: light and heavy weight.
Days leading up to the event, Josh Edick, a clinical physiology major and Audra
Kelly, an exercise science were both looking
forward to this event for a new experience.

CWU University Recreation hosts powerlifting
meet in Student Union and Recreation Center
“This just seemed like something different,” Edick said, “I don’t really compete in power lifting events but I’m eager
to see how I’ll perform.”
The competition is measured by the
“Wilks Score,” which divides the amount
lifted by the competitors weight, which determines the competitor’s score.
Spectators did not miss out on this
event, as there was a great amount of people watching the lift off.
Audience members witnessed how
much fun the sport is and also caught a
glimpse of the competitive edge shared by
the powerlifters and the ﬁre they brought

to the competition.
Fellow CWU students Jake Enger and
Thomas Kramer came in as ﬁrst-time
competitors and were anxious to see what
they had to show to the judges.
“ I’ve never done anything like this, so
I was really nervous having all eyes on me
while I lifted,” Enger said. “But I was also
excited and pumped to do what I do and
go out and compete.”
As for Kramer, he ended up lifting the
most on the dead lift event, reaching 555
pounds. With experience in bodybuilding and his drive to being better everyday,
Kramer surprised himself and left the

crowd applauding his performance.
“ I was expecting people to lift heavier
than me on the dead lift and did not expect me being one of the top guys to lift
the heaviest on this event,” Kramer said.
“It felt pretty good and just motivates me
more to keep doing what I do.”
The competition was a success to say
the least, 16 competitors came out to show
their strength in front of a live audience.
Alyson Peterson won 1st place for dead
lift with Audra Kelly and Laura Adams
as runner-ups. She also won 1st place for
bench press in the lightweight division and
Dana Tucker won 1st in the heavyweight
division.
Jason Sivich came out 1st for dead lift
in the lightweight division and Daniel
Herrera came out to be 1st in the heavyweight division. Aaron Harrison won 1st
place for bench press.
A lot of the competitors took this event
as a ﬁrst step forward to getting a better
idea of where they are and where they
want to be. CWU’s next powerlifting event
will be in the fall on Sept. 7, 2013 and will
be expected to draw a lot more attention
and new blood to the competition.

CWU men’s rugby promoted to Varsity Cup
Wildcats to leave D-1A competition after match versus Cal Poly on
Saturday; will compete at D-1 with the likes of UCLA and Notre Dame
BY eVAn tHoMPSon

Sports Editor
@evanthompson_11

ZACH OLNEY/OBSERVER

READY FOR THE TEST Central Washington men’s rugby will have their first-ever opportunity
to play against the top-tier of post-season play at the Varsity Cup Championship in Los Angeles, Calif.

Finally, after a forced relocation to
compete as an independent, years of battling through D-1A teams and national
competitions, the Wildcats have reached
the pinnacle of collegiate rugby: the Varsity Cup.
Following the departure of the University of Utah, Central Washington accepted the invitation to participate in the 2013
Varsity Cup National Collegiate Rugby
Championship, with an on-going commitment to compete through the 2014 and
2015 seasons.
“The opporunitiy get’s Central Washington’s name out better,” senior Jacob
Bates said, president of the rugby team
and a four-year member of the team.
“The Varsity Cup is very exclusive. Every
team person there is going to be tough to
beat and we have to play mistake-free and

play at our A-game to beat those guys.”
The Wildcats will ﬁll the vacated No.
4 seed and will play against three-time
former National Collegiate Champion
Air Force Academy in the Western SuperRegional, which will be hosted on UCLA’s
North Athletic Field. Kick-off is slated for
2 p.m. on Saturday, April 20.
The Wildcats will still fulﬁll their commitment to D-1A by ﬁnishing out the
2012-13 season when they play Cal Poly
on Saturday at 1 p.m. at the Varsiy Soccer
Complex in Ellensburg.
Team’s like Western Washington, Santa Clara and Sacremento State are in the
past; instead, the Wildcats will face the
most prominent programs in the nation at
the championships: Air Force, BYU, California-Berkely, Dartmouth, Navy, Notre
Dame and UCLA.
“There’s just a been a lot of success, it’s
almost been a domino effect,” Bates said.
“It’s just been a great thing to see, from the
beginning of the club until now.”
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CWU set to make waves at nationals

PHOTO COURTESY OF Patrick mahoney

AIR OUT Freshman Kolby Blew performs a ‘Tantrum-to-blind’ at the 2012 Western
Region Championshps, which was held in Sacremento, Calif. at Watersports Farm.

Wake team will be aired on CBS
BY Chelsea Bronn

Staff Reporter

After taking fourth place at nationals in
2012, the Central Washington University
wakeboard team plans to sweep the competition this year and walk away with the

ultimate achievement: a national championship.
Nationals will be held in Shreveport,
La., Memorial Day weekend, and is sponsored by Jack in the Box.
The semi-finals and finals of the competition will be aired on CBS a month after

the US wakeboard collegiate nationals has
taken place.
The wakeboard team was invited to the
nationals after placing third in collegiate
regionals last October. The Wildcats are
ranked No. 1 in the nation, including Divsion I schools.
“We definitely have something to
prove,” Club President Eddie Roberts said.
Central’s team consists of about 30
male riders and 10 female riders, all ranging in different skill levels.
There are four levels of competition: beginner, intermediate, advanced and open.
The difference in these levels is based on
how many tricks can be performed, which
is ranked as A, B, C and D.
A is the team’s best open-rider, B is
second-best, etc. An unlimited amount of
tricks can be performed at any level for
the national competition. For the women’s
team, there are both A and B level-riders,
respectively, as well as one wake skater.
There are no age restrictions or mandatory skill requirements to join, but to keep
up their elite level, the team practices almost every weekend. The Wildcats have
the oppertunity to practice at several locations including Lake Sammamish, Vantage, a private lake in Selah, while they also
have Radar Lake in Redmond.
Another way the Wildcats build themselves up for nationals is by participating in
the Spring Classic, a wakeboard competition held in Toledo on April 20.
This competition allows riders to warm

up for the national competition.
“I have just been working out and trying to get as much riding time in before the
contest,” senior wakeboard team member
Thomas Olson said.
The Spring Classic is open to any competitior in the Northwest, rather than being
limited to collegiate riders.
“It’s pretty cool to represent the university to a totally different crowd that’s not
necessarily a collegiate crowd, but a big
group of wake boarders from all over the
northwest,” Roberts said.
“There’s a very diverse crowd in wake
boarding and they are all good people and
fun people,” said club Vice President Mike
Day.
People who have witnessed Central’s
wakeboard team in competition are pleasantly surprised to see the size of the team
and how successful they have been.
“I’m looking forward to having the most
solid team we have ever had going into nationals,” Olson said. “We have great riders
and even great backup riders, all striving to
do really well.”
The Wildcats still want to maintain success and part of that comes from being able
to travel to competitions. Fundraising is a
key element for them to make it to Louisiana.
A film starring the CWU wake team
will premiere at the outdoor Spring Symposium on April 18 at the SURC. Tickets
will be sold at the wakeboard club’s booth
or $5 at the door.

sports
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Wildcat softball comes out ahead
CWU takes four out of five games in Turlock, Calif.
BY sarah rUIZ

Staff Reporter

The Central Washington
Wildcats took the ﬁeld Friday
in Turlock, Calif., to participate
in the Tournament of Champions. In their ﬁrst day of the
tournament, the Wildcats took
on California State UniversitySan Bernardino, and won. The
ﬁnal score of 5-7 helped to
start the Wildcats off on top in
the tournament.
With the help of sophomore
Heidy Wells, the Wildcats were
able to take the lead in their ﬁrst
game. The two teams battled for
the lead, with a tied score of 5-5
in the third inning. However, it
was a home run hit by junior
Maikala Galusha that ﬁnished
off the game for the Wildcats
and gave them the win.
In the second game on Friday, Central faced off against

Humboldt State University. A
loss could have dampened spirits, but the Wildcats ﬁnished
with a ﬁnal score of 2-1. Freshman Alexa Olague was able
to hit a home run that put the
points on the scoreboard for the
Wildcats.
As the ﬁrst day of the tournament came to a close, the
Wildcats continued to push
through. In their third game,
Central faced off against California-State University Chico,
where they left the ﬁeld with a
win of 6-2. Senior Elena Carter
hit a home run that brought in
three other runners, helping the
Wildcats to come out ahead.
The Central softball team
took the second day of the
Tournament of Champions by
storm, winning both games.
The team then faced off
against California State University- Monterey Bay, where

they won 2-1. Junior Maria
Gau helped lead the Wildcats to
victory with her pitching, and a
home run for junior Maikala
Galusha brought in another
runner in the top of the fourth.
In the next game, the Wildcats played against the Academy of Art, winning 4-3. Sophomore Heidy Wells pitched,
using her ability to shut out hits
until the third inning, when the
opposing team ﬁnally scored.
However, Galusha proved to
be vital in this game, helping to
bring points home. The ﬁnal
points of the game were scored
when Galusha hit, getting freshman Michaela Hazlett home.
The Wildcats will remember
this sucessful week, managing
four wins out of ﬁve total in the
tournamet. The team will face
off against Northwest Nazarene on April 9.

ZACH OLNEY/OBSERVER

STRIKE OUT Junior Maria Gau throws a pitch in the last game of the
series against Cal State. Gau averages around five strikeouts per game.

Men dominate arch rival at Shotwell
Staff Reporter

The Central Washington University
track and ﬁeld team rolled down to University of Puget Sound and had an impressive showing at the 19th annual JD
Shotwell Invitational.
The men’s team came away with the
top spot, tallying a score of 166.5, 20
points higher than the second place team,
rival Western Washington.
Among the men’s highlights was a
strong showing in the 100 meter dash, with
senior Bryan Mack placing second (10.98
seconds) and freshman Kent McKinney
placing third (11.02 seconds) Mack and
McKinney were also part of the 4x100
meter relay team which ﬁnished ﬁrst in the
ﬁeld with a time of 42.11 seconds, along
with sophomore Evan Nystrom and freshman Jordan Todd.

“We are deﬁnitely in the phase of our ana Joy (16.51 seconds) in the 100 meter
season where we are working pretty hard,” hurdles.
head coach Kevin Adkisson said. “OverAdding to the big weekend perforall, we are excited with where we are at. mance was senior Braden Keller, who
Everyone across the board is making prog- simultaneously rewrote the Central and
ress.”
Baker Stadium record books.
The women’s
Keller, javelin, let
team placed third
loose on his second
in the event, scorwith 222 feet,
We are definitely in the throw
ing 89 points.
ﬁve inches to crush
place of our season where we the previous record
Some of
the
highlights include
of 203 feet, seven
are working pretty hard.
junior
Becki
inches, which was
Duhamel’s ﬁrst
recorded by Michael
-Kevin Adkisson
place ﬁnish in
Ingman in 2007.
the shotput with
“I was pretty
Head Coach
a distance of 42
pumped up,” Keller
feet, 9.75 inches,
said. “I knew it was a
as well as sophomore Taylor Fettig’s ﬁrst far throw, I had not set a personal record
place in the high jump (5.875 feet), be- in four years so it was nice to get a new
ing topped off by a one-two-three ﬁnish one. I reached my javelin goal. It has been
by Fettig (15.61seconds), freshman Allison my goal for over four years to get over 200
Deck (16.18 seconds) and freshman Juli- [feet].”

“

“

Joe ColUCCIo

Keller punched his ticket to nationals
with his throw on Saturday, a move that
did not surprise his coach.
“Last year he threw a really solid mark,
he just missed nationals by a little bit,” Adkisson said. “You could just tell that that
was the moment that everything clicked.
It is really exciting, especially when someone’s a senior. He punched his ticket and
he’ll be in Colorado in May, competing
against the best.”
The track team hopes to continue its
hot streak with two events coming up this
weekend, WAR VI in Spokane and the
WWU Ralph Vernacchia Invitational in
Bellingham.
“We’re getting into our midseason
phase. We are looking for a combination
of good competition and good weather,”
Adkisson said. “We have some people who
are capable of some pretty great performances. We have a number of athletes
who can make national marks on any day.”

5k run creates awareness in community
Central teams up with Abuse Support & Prevention
for second annual Route to Hope 5k run last weekend
BY saMUel CaThCarT

Staff Reporter

Last Saturday morning, in front
of the Central Washington Welcome
Center, students lined up to race for
a cause.
Central Washington’s Wellness
Center and University Recreation
teamed up with Ellensburg’s Abuse
Support and Prevention Education Now to host the second annual
Route to Hope 5k. Proceeds raised
by the run were donated to ASPEN.
With April being sexual assault

awareness month, the Wellness Center and ASPEN wanted to use the 5k
as a way to promote awareness.
“ASPEN is underfunded and they
needed help and wanted to do a
5k,” Eric Scott, coordinator of special events for University Recreation
said.
The run started at 9 a.m. in front
of the Welcome Center and continued through downtown Ellensburg,
ﬁnishing at the Welcome Center.
“The reason why they put the 5k
route through the town is directly associated with how ASPEN is a sup-

porting entity of the community,”
Joey Garriott, Central Washington
student and ASPEN volunteer said.
ASPEN is a non-proﬁt program
offered by Central Washington
which provides students and the local community with support and
services for those affected by sexual
assault and violence. Volunteers and
students from the Center of Leadership and Community Engagement
were on hand to help get runners
registered and to help direct runners
along the course. During the event,
ASPEN set up an awareness booth

so participants could learn about it
organizationand ways to help.
“The big thing about ASPEN all
the time, is to create awareness and
support,” Joey Garriott said.
As the runners neared the end of
the race, volunteers stood around
the ﬁnish line to cheer them on. After the race, Fire & Smoke mobile
catering was on site to offer lunch to
the participants.
For those who missed out on the
chance to participate, the third annual Route to Hope 5k will take
place next year on April 26.
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